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Beijing Release Review Plan on Sports Nutrition
The Beijing food and drug authority said yesterday that it has
released guidance on reviewing the production of sports nutrition
food in Beijing. It is the first regulation document of this kind in
China.
Li Jian, chief of food production department of Beijing FDA said
that sports nutrition was a kind of food for special dietary use,
which is different from health food. The new document was
drafted based on specific production requirement, use of additive
and label standard etc of sports nutrition.
To better meet the demand of people who use sports nutrition,
the Beijing FDA has highlighted sports nutrition in daily
inspection. (Source: Beijing Morning News)

325% Surge in Food Import Rejections
China's consumer quality watchdog said that 35,000 tons of
imported food products failed to pass quality inspections last
year, up 325.2 percent year on year.
Those products, coming from 82 countries and regions, had a
total value of US$56.54 million, up 135.5 percent year on year,
said the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection
and Quarantine.
They failed examinations due to non-compliance with Chinese
laws, regulations and standards, and thus were not permitted to
enter China.
Top reasons for failing included excessive amounts of additives,
microbial contamination and substandard quality.
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The administration described the safety situation of
imported food as “generally stable.”
In 2016, the administration improved the supervision
network for imported food and conducted strict
inspection and quarantine to ensure food safety.
“There were no major safety problems associated
with imported food in the entire year,” the authority
said. (Source: Xinhua)

Government Departments Joint Efforts to
Combat Health Food Fraud
Nine central government departments including
CFDA, food safety office of the State Council, Ministry
of Public Security and Ministry of Commerce coreleased a regulation document to crack down on
fraud and false advertisement of food and health
food.
The document stressed that the relevant companies
should take greater responsibilities. Health food
vendors should obtain operation approval. Those
stores without operation approval are not allowed to
operate online to sell health food or any kind of food.
The legal responsibility of advertisers should also be
clarified. Spokesman featured in advertisements for
recommended products would also be asked to take
legal responsibilities if consumers’ rights are found to
be damaged by this given product.
Importers should also operate based on China’s food
safety law and food standard. Once a kind of
products is spotted with problem, the import should
take measures to recall relevant products in time.
(Source: People.net)

Dongguan Cracks down on Illegal food and
drug conducts.
As requested by the provincial food and drug
regulators’ request to strengthen efforts to crack
down on illegal food and drug sales online, the local
FDA of Dongguan recently launched special campaign
to specifically crack down on illegal food and drug
conducts online.

Several issues are highlighted in the campaign,
including illegal additive, imported food without
official certificate and other kind of fake and
substandard health food.
The authority has cracked down several illegal
online sales cases lately. Relevant staffs have been
taken to the police.
The authority will further strengthen efforts to
inspect the market and spot the illegal vendors by
checking online information. (Source: news.
Sun0769.com)

Meet China's New 'Savvy, Sustainable and
Single' Consumers
Savvy, eco-conscious and single customers are
among an emerging breed of cashed-up shoppers
leading the rapid growth in China's consumer
market, according to a report released by the
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and AliResearch on
Wednesday.
The report, released on the sidelines of the annual
meeting of the New Champions 2017, also known
as Summer Davos, in Dalian, Liaoning province,
identifies a range of new consumer profiles
springing up in China's consumer market labeling
them as "fashionable city boy", "vibrant seniors"
and "singles".
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Boston Consulting Group China President Carol Liao
said the emerging consumer power of the uppermiddle-class and affluent households combined
with a younger population that is eager to spend
and e-commerce, is boosting the healthy
development of China's consumer market.

network consumer".
Sixty-six million customers, or 16.2 percent of the
consumers on Alibaba's China retail marketplaces,
bought five or more green products in 2015 and
were willing to pay an average of 33 percent more
for sustainable products, AliResearch found.
"Chinese consumers are trading up to higher-quality
products," Jeff Walters, BCG managing director and
co-author of the report said. "Digital technology is
one of the underlying drivers that will continue to
spur purchases."
Walters said consumer companies in China should
acknowledge that the idea of the average consumer
is disappearing as consumers are becoming more
diverse with distinct needs and preferences.

Gao Hongbing, dean of AliResearch and vicepresident of Alibaba Group, said that amid the
of
anti-globalization
sentiments,
"As changes have happened to consumer demand, growth
consumption
has
become
a
key
force
to
promote
consumer behavior and lifestyle, the consumer
profiles in China are becoming personalized, precise globalization and economic growth.
and fragmented," Liao said.
While the traditional consumption boundaries such
as age and gender are disappearing, consumers are
increasingly aware of brand, environmental issues
and sustainability, the report found.
For example, the report said Chinese men living in
first-tier cities now spend more time and money on
dress, hairstyle and fitness. They spend 24 minutes
a day on average on grooming while 88 percent
access grooming and fashion information online and
83 percent of 18 to 35 year olds think skincare is
necessary.
"The rapid growth of cross-border e-commerce
The report categorizes emerging consumers in China shows Chinese customers' appetite for foreign
into five types of spenders - the "savvy shopper", products are increasing. The seamless convergence
"single person", "eco-conscious consumer", between the online and offline retail is boosting the
"experience consumer" and "anime or virtual social growth of consumption, which benefits both China
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and the world," Gao said.
Walters predicted 90 percent of all purchases in
China will involve digital at some point in the
process, including browsing, comparing prices, or
making the purchase, by 2021.
The report said China will add $1.8 trillion in new
consumption by 2021, which is roughly the size of
Germany's consumption economy at present and
more than one-fourth of all consumption growth in
major economies. (Source: China Daily)

Most Fake Postings Relate to Health & Food
The majority of fake stories shared on the Chinese
internet involve food safety or give health advice, an
online information verification team set up by tech
giant Tencent said on Wednesday.

Food Safety Risk Assessment in Beijing, according to
the platform, yet it still resulted in a nearly 100
million Yuan loss ($14.7 million) to the seaweed
industry in Fujian province.
"Netizens are easily attracted by health information
online and like to forward it to friends or family
members," said Wang Yang, an employee
responsible for the platform at Tencent, the
company behind WeChat.
Wang's team tabulated more than 2,000 pieces of
false information from 2.2 million WeChat users this
year, finding that around 45 percent related to
health and 16 percent to food safety.
"Many netizens who forwarded such fake health
information are over 60 years old and not welleducated," she said.
Another survey of 70,000 netizens by the team
echoed those results.
The platform listed 10 popular but false online
rumors over the past year, finding that people over
60 years old had the highest chance of being tricked
as high as 33.8 percent.

Fact Check, a platform that analyzes online rumors,
released a list of the top 10 online rumors that
duped Chinese netizens since April last year. Eight
related to people's health－especially the safety of
food and medicine.
In February, for example, a video that included
claims that seaweed containing plastic was being
sold in China made the rounds on the internet.
The video was quickly proved false by the Center for

"To prevent older netizens from being duped by fake
information, we started to cooperate with food and
medicine administrations this year, hoping to post
authorized responses and verify the information in a
timely manner," Wang said.
Kou Fei, 29, an employee of a Beijing educational
institute, said her parents often send or forward
health-related information, "but sometimes I cannot
distinguish fake ones, as I don't have much scientific
knowledge".
Beijing's cybersecurity authority said it has created a
system, with several internet companies, to identify
fake information online using key words to clean
rumors in a timely manner. (Source: China Daily)
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